Tuesday-Another

storm headed'
toward California
is expected to
intensify as it
lira ws moisture
from humid air off
Hawaii.

Thursday
night-Thinl,

perhaps most
powerful, storm
looms.
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EI Nino an d Global Warming:
What's Happening to Our
Weather?
by Andrew P. Ingersoll

Satellites are t he forecaster's best friend. This
view of t he Pacific Ocean,
which ran in the Los

Angeles Times on Saturday,
February 14, shows t hree
storms in procession from
Japan (left) to L.A. (right)
and their predicted arrival
times . Satellite photo
courtesy of the National
Oceanic a nd Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA),
forecast by WeatherData,
Inc. But satellites can't
see unborn storms-on
Monday, February 23rd, a
fourth one rolled into
town and engaged Ed
Lewis (PhD '42), Morgan
Professor of Biology,
Emeritus, and Nobel
laureate, in a tug-of-war
for his umbrella.

As yo u all know, tbe wet weather we 've been
chance of rain isn't really what they live for- it's
having was actually predicted half a year ago.
the long-range forecast that shows off who 's good.
For example, on August 20, 1997, the Los Angeles
It's not that the IQ of weather forecasters has
Times ran an article headlined "Southland Prepares
gone up; it's just that they have berter rools nowadays . One important tool is a set of satellites that
for Worst Winter in D ecades-Up to 300 percent
of normal rai nfall is expected from El Nino.
gives global coverage of the planer and fills in the
Agencies scramble to be ready." Now they weren't
gaps between the ground stations. In the old days,
predicting that we would have a big storm on any
the only mid ocean data you had were from wherparticular day; they were just predicting that we 'd
ever a ship or an island happened to be. At our
have a wet winter. They were quite right about
latitude, storms basically move from wesr to east,
the latter, and they wouldn't have dared to do the
so if you see one out in the middle of the Pacific
former. Since the days of Noah, no one has suctoday and YO Ll know how fast it's moving, you can
ceeded in predicting the weather, to the day, six
extrapolate forward and say when it's going to hit.
months in advance. There are reasons for that, and
Ir 's like a merry-go-round going from left to right,
I'll tell you what they are. (We can predict Jupiand the storms are the horses- if you have a little
ter's day-to-day weather six months in advance,
child on the merry-go-round, you can sit and read
and I'll also talk abom that, but it doesn 't work
your book and, as the chi ld comes around, look up
here on Earth .) But there are certain kinds of
and wave. Weather forecasting is tougher because
long-term weather predictions that we can make,
the horses keep vanishing, and new horses appear
such as El Nino and
glo bal warming, and
that's my primary
Is the Kyoto agreement JUSt another rain dance, irrelevant to what's actually
subject.
We are getting be t ter
driving our climate? Or do we know e nough now to say that this is really the
at forecasting the
weather a few days
right action?
ahead. Thirty to forty
years ago , you could
predict tomorrow's weather, and you could make
in different places. Thus the theoretical limit to
some kind of wild estimate about the day after.
how far ahead you can forecast the weather is se r
Beyond that, you were guessing-you might as
by the lifetime of the storms. It 's probably about
well have read the Farmer's Almanac. But now we
(WO weeks at best-we don'r yet know exactly
make reasonably reliable six-day forecasrs . Again,
where the limit is, because we haven't got the
for example, the Los Angeles Times for Sarurday,
tools to really rest it. And because you don't know
February 14, predicted drenching rain for that
when and where storms are going ro appear and
day, to be followed by another storm on Tuesday
disappear, you can 't just put your data into a comand a third Storm Thursday night. The TimeJ
puter model- another important new tool~and
being a morning paper, the forecast was actually
fast-forward the model to print our six months'
made on the previous day, Friday. And Thursday
worth of weather predictions.
night the third storm came in, right as expected.
Ar rhis point, I promised some friends that
This is t he kind of thing that makes meteoroloI would read from the scriptures. But this is
gists proud. A 90 percent versus an 80 percent
Calrech, so the scriprures are The Feynman Lectures
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Forecasting a gas ball's
weather is much simpler
because the storms last
much longer. Jupiter's
Great Red Spot has been
there for as long as
astronomers have trained
telescopes on it; the
Earthwsized white oval just
below it formed in 1939.

Caltech's first meteorology
course, on atmospheric
structure, was taught in
the geology department by
seismologist Beno
Gutenberg in 1930.
(Gutenberg was interested
in acoustic waves in the
atmosphere as well as
seismic waves.) The
meteorology program
began in the fall of 1933
under the aegis of the
aeronautics department.
Besides Gutenberg, the
instructors included (from
left) Clark Millikan (PhD
'28), Irving Krick (MS '33,
PhD '34), Theodore von
Karman, and Arthur Klein
BS '21, MS '24, PhD '2S).
The program eventually
became a freestanding
department with Krick, a
grad student of both
Gutenberg and von
Karman, as its chair.
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on Physics-the bane of Cal tech undergrads in the
1960s and '70s. Feynman understood why comp licated classical systems, as opposed to quantum mechanical syste ms, are basically unprediCtable.
Let me read from the Book of feynman, Chapter
38, Page 9: "If we knew t he position and the
velocity of every particle in the world, or in a box
of gas, we could predict exactly what wou ld happen .... Suppose, however, t hat we have a fin ite
accuracy and do not know exactiy where just one
atom is, say to one parr in a billi on. Then as it
goes along it hits another atOm, and because we
did not know the position better than to one parr
in a bill ion, we find an even larger error in the
position after the collision. And t hat is amplified,
of course, in the next collision, so that if we starr
with only a tiny error it rapidl y magnifies to a
very great uncertainty." That's it, folks. That's
exactly why weat her forecasting is so hard. That's
why no computer will ever foretell the birth or
death of a specific storm . Weather forecasters caU
this the Butterfly Effect: the flapping of a butterfly's wing in Brazil mig ht eventually ca use a
blizzard in H elsinki.
Caltech had a meteorology department back in
rhe '30s and '40s, and rhe facu lry bandied abour
the idea of a theoreti cal limit to predic tability.
It was not clear t hen that there was sLlch a thing.
(And there really isn't on J upitec, as 1 said .) In
fact, the department chair, who maintained th at
it was possible to predict the weather months in
advance by match ing observed weather pa[[crns
wi t h historical ones, supposed ly predicted the
weather fo r D-Day in December 1943. Cal tech
abol ished its meteorology program shortl y after
the war, partl y because President DuB ridge. who
rook office in September 1946, wanted to focus
the Institute on basic instead of applied science.
Several decades passed, and Cal tech hired a few
planetary scientists with some atmospheric-science
background, onc of whom was mc. And a funny
t hin g happened- we started predicting the
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weather on the gia nt planets months in advance.
r was a member of t he Voyager imaging team, and
I was in charge of jupiter's atmosphe re. We knew
that in the last two days before the spacecraft
zoomed past Jupi ter, we would get a chance to
p hotograph some of its storms up close. Voyager
would be so close t hat only a small portion of
Jupi ter would fit in the camera frame, so we had
to figure our where the storms were goi ng to be
in time to send comm ands up to the spacecraft
saying, at stich and such a t ime, ai m the camera at
such and such a place, and we promise t here wili
be a storm there. We had to give the enginee rs
the aim points three weeks in advance. That's
how long it rook the engineers to integrate our
aim points inco eve rythi ng else the spacecraft was
doing, write up rhe who le command seq uence,
test it, and send it to the spacecraft. (Later, for
Galileo, we had to provide a rough fo recast fo r
J upiter six months in advance, so tha t the m ission
team would know which side of the planet the
G rear Red Spor would be on.)
Anyway, du ring Voyager's long approach to
Jupiter, the spacecraft was snapping pictures every
day, as were telescopes on Earth. An d we knew
that the storms on Jupiter rode the merry-goround for a lo ng, long time-the Great Red Spot,
for example. is at least 300 years old . The storms
Neptune is too· far away
for its storms to be easily
visible from Earth, but it
had ample time to establish a track record during
Voyager's leisurely approach . The Great Dark
Spot is at center; Scooter
is the white cloud halfway
between the dark spots.

Above: A portrait of EI Nino from October 23, 1997. This
data is from JPL's TOPEX/Poseidon satellite, which doesn't
actually measure ocean temperature, but instead measures
the expansion of the ocean-a good proxy for temperature,
because warm water bulges the ocean's surface upward.
(See E&S, Spring 1995.) Yellow-green represents the
ocean's normal height. Yellow is five centimeters above
normal, red is 10, and white is I S; blue and magenta are
below normal, with magenta being - 15 centimeters.
Below: NOAA seven-day average t emperature data from
October 26 - November I, 1997. This data is compiled
from buoys, ships, and satellites that measure the infrared
radiation from the topmost millimeter of seawater (which,
unfortunately, is sensitive to winds, douds, sunlight, and
evaporation) .

are all moving relative co one another, and of
course the planet is rotating, so we took th e data
fro m the pictures, plotted t he storms' positions as
a function of tim e, laid a ruler on the g raph, and
extrapolated where t he storms we re goi ng to be.
The storms do change- they churn an d boil, they
fade and brig hten; t heif appearance changes daily.
And smaller storms come and go. Bu t we hit just
abou t every targe t, and that·s not because we were
bri lliant people. It's JUSt that Jup iter is very
d iffe rent from Eatth. Predic ting the weather on
the giant planers is si m pler- p robabl y because
rhey have no solid surfaces, no topog raphy, and
no oceans to complicare rhe circul ar ion patterns.
Ten yea rs later, Voyager 2 was at Neptune.
Neptune is a little more compli cated because,
whil e jupiter's stOrms move at relat ive velocit ies
of tens of meters per second, Neptu ne 's storms
zip past one anoth er at velocities of lip to several
hundred me ters per second. For exa mple, th e tWO
dark spots north and south of a storm we nicknamed Scooter lap each other every five days.
(Nept une's stOrm s may also be shorrer-lived- the
Great Dark Spot seems co have disappea red from
Hubble Space Telescope images taken in 1991.)
But we could still make our three-week forecas ts
wit h junior-hig h-school mathem ati cs. We d id n't
have any supercomputers or fancy stuff, but it
worked. We got wonderful photos. By contrast,
at the same time, Aug ust 1989, Hurricane Hugo
was t hreatening the Carolina coast like a prizefig hter--dancing arou nd, faking left, faking righ t.
The meteorologists on the East Coast were issuing
12-hour forecas ts, trying to predict where Hugo
would come ashore. But t he hurri cane kept stopping dead and veering off in another direction,
leaving them flat-foo ted.
Enough about day-co-day forecas ting-let's
move on to predicting El Ni no six mont hs in
advance. El Ni iio is a sloshing of warm water
fro m the western side of the Pacific Ocean eastward toward the Am eri ca n side. There's a lot of
mass in volved , and the ocean currents move slowly, and it 's this po nderous ness that makes longrange predi ctions possi ble-peop le know that
once t he warm water piles up on our side, it's
going to Stay here for a while. This affects our
weather because warm water evaporates faster, and
m ore water vapor in the atmosphere means more
rainfall and more sco rms. Meanwhil e, in the
western Pacific, the water is colder t han normal,
whi ch causes droug hts and fires-you may
remember that Indonesia had terribl e problems
wi t h both.
The upper fig ure at left is a picture of th is yea r's
EI N ino-I'm sure you've seen pictu res like this.
The angry, highly colored region is fi ve or more
deg rees centigrad e above notmal. But this isn't
reall y t he way the ocea n temperatu res look- the
actual sea-surface tem peratures are shown in the
map at left. The wa rmest water is south of Hawa ii
in the ceorral Pacific, near the equator, where the
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The slos hing thermocline . Under normal conditions (top),
the trade winds (white arrows) blow from east to west.
The warm surface water (orange and red contours) piles up
in the western Pacific, pus hing the thermocline (the blue
layer) down there, while allowing it to rise in the eastern
Pacific. In an EI Nino year (bottom). the wind slackens or
even reverses direction, and the warm surface water
remains evenly distributed across the entire ocean. Then
the t hermocline becomes almost horizont al.
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most sunlight falls. Well, so what- wou ldn 't you
expecc that ? This is actually abnorm al because,
during normal years, the warm water is all piled
up in the western Pacific. T he trade winds, which
blow from east to west at the eq uator, drive the
warm water wes tward. So if we take the abnorm al
pat tern and subtrac t from it the normal pattern,
you get the picture we 're used to seei ng. The
Am erican coast looks warm, because the water
there is normally much colder. In fact, the A merican coast is the warmest anomaly of all-the
largest departure fro m normal.
It 's not really the ocean 's su rface that 's sloshing,
but something called the thermocline, which lies
about a hundred meters deep. The thermocl ine
is the interface between the upper ocean, which is
relatively warm (up to 30° C), and the cold water
below. Most of the ocean is barely above the freezing p oint. Normally, t he trade winds blow the
warm surface water toward the wes t , depressing
the thermocline in the wes tern Pacific. Pushing
t he warm water westward means t he therm ocline
rises to the surface in the eas t , so that there's cold
water off the coast of Peru. But for some reason,
the trade wi nds periodically slacken or even
reverse, blowing the warm water the other way.
T he thermocline gets shoved dow n in the east,
and t here's warm water all the way across.
So the thermocline sloshes back and forth, like
water in a kid 's bathtub , and the freq uency. of the
sloshi ng depends on t he density d ifference above
and below the thermocline. T his d ifference is not
very great, so t he freq uency is very slow. It's like
that pa rlor toy you may have seen t hat's supposed
to relax you- the long, horizontal container 'fi ll ed
w it h two different -colored fluids of almos t the
same de nsity. You tip the contai ner, and waves
slosh back and forth very slowly.
But t here are seve ral mysteri es connected wi th
EI Nino. T he natural period of the ba thtub mode
is a lit tle less than a year, which is too short to
explain the observed freque ncy of EI Nino. EI
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Above: The colored areas in
this map of the United
States show regions that
have been particularly wet
or particularly dry in the
nine EI Nino years of thi s
century. (The white areas
got normal precipitation .)
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Above: Although EI Nino's arrival was predicted successfully,
predicting its strength is still dicey. Early indications were
that it would be very strong indeed-the fi erceness of its
onset outstripped the one of the winter of 1982, which did
tremendous damage . fortun ately, the current EI Nino has
not lived up to its advance billing. The " multivariate
index" is a composite of such variables as a ir pressure and
temperature, wind speeds, ocean t emperature, etc.

Ninos come, on average, eve ry four yea rs, but
they can be as fe w as two or as man y as seven years
apart. Also, the ba th tub mode doesn 't take into
acco unt th e trade wind 's changi ng di rection,
whi ch obviously has someth ing to do with El
N ino. This leads to anothet prob lem- when
wa ter vapor co ndenses in to ra in, the vapor gives
up hea t and warm s the air. The warm air rises,
causing a convective moti on that draws in more
air down at the su rface. So when th e trade winds
slacken and the co nvection centers d ri ft eas tward
toward Peru , they aug ment t he eastward -blowing
wi nds along t he surface. The ocean should get
stuck in the El N ino mode, wi t h all the winds
blowi ng cast, and never ge t a m . Or it should
get stuck in t he opposite, normal position , with
all t he winds blowing west, and the air ri sing nea r
Australia. So we 're at a loss to und erstand why the
trade winds weaken and allow the water ro slosh
back. We have lots of em pi rical theories, but no
grand understanding behind them .
I started to ge t a little tired of the media hype
las t fall, and I decided to see what past El Nin os
had really done to t he weather. So I checked the
Web si te of the Na tional Oceanic and Atmospheric Administrati on (NOAA ), and I found rhe map
at left. Researc hers divided th e Uni ted States into
geog raphical areas, and for each area they took a
hu ndred years of weather data for December
through March, which th ey div ided into thirds.
So, by defini t ion, one-third of the years were wet
years, one-third were d ry, and the rest were m ed ium. Now, what wet means in Arizo na is different
from what it means in Florida, but st ill , each geog raphic area has its defin it ion of wet, dry, and
medium. And then the researchers as ked, of these
nin e EI N ino yea rs, how many were wet? how
m any were dry? how man y were m ed ium? You
can see from t he colors th at the southern part of
the U.S. typicall y had wet EI Ni no years, but
notice that Somhern California only had six wet
years our of nin e, which is not overwhelming
odds. And the fig ures on the map tell you t he
number of EI Ni no years that went t he opposite
way-i n our case, dry yea rs. Southern California
had six wet years, two dry, and one in-between .
Thar's hardly a slam-dunk for EI Nin o. So all we
can say, based on past experience, is that we've go t
six out of nine chances that t his year will be in the
wettest one- thi rd. I went around saying rhat, and
1 offered to bet one of my col leag ues t hat this
winter would be a dry one, if he wo uld g ive me
4: I odds-his $4 co my $ 1. H e didn 'r cake me
up on it, whi ch is good , because I clearly would
have los t.
Let 's move on to global warming. It has been
predi cted that if we add carbon dioxid e, methane,
freo n, and some other gases to our at mosphere,
whi ch we are doing-no quesrion about that!then Earth will warm up , and in 50 to 100 years
we'll have some very costl y changes in our climate,
These gases ate called greenhouse gases, because a
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Above: The global mean annual temperature from 1861 to

1994, as compared to an arbitrary "normal" temperature
of about 15° C, shown as 0.0 on the graph. Thus, for
example, -0.4 is really 0.4 0 C below normal. The solid line

is air temperatures averaged over the land masses, and the
dashed line is average sea-surface temperatures. Data after
the 1995 Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change

(IPCC) report.
Below: Atmospheric carbon dioxide levels in parts per
million, measured at Mauna Loa, Hawaii (triangles) and
from air bubbles trapped in the ice near Siple Station,

Antarctica (squares). Data from the 1990 IPCC report.
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greenhouse scays warm even in the winter; its
windows trap the heat inside it. These gases do
t he same for planer Earth. Bur ( uning down on
carbon dioxide production means burning less oil
and coal-our civili zatio n's basic energy sou rce.
That's going to hun the world economy, so chere
are sacrifices involved-we're playing for real
stakes here. And last December, delegates from
all over the world mer in Kyoto, J apan, to hammer
out an agreem ent about who should sacrifice how
much. You might ask, have we fina ll y gotte n to
the point where we're having such an impan on
the weather chac we have to make these great
sacrifices? There have been ra i n dances for as long
as there have been people growing crops. There
were, on occasion, serious sacrifices-people were
killed ~ cattle were slaughtered. Is t he Kyoto
agreement JUSt another rain dance, irrelevant to
what's actuall y driving our climate? Or do we
know enough now to say that this is really the
right action?
Let's look at the evidence. Fot one thing, 1997
ranks as the warmest year of the century. And why
not? There's got to be a warmest year, so why nOt
1997? But this is really quite unusual, because
five of the ce ntury 's warmest years have been in
this last decade. Clearly, it's ge tting warmer. Is
the buildup of greenhouse gases, mainly carbon
dioxide, responsible? The mean annual temperature for the planet, compiled from dai ly temperarure dara from several hundred stations around the
world , is shown at top left. You can see lots of
bumps and wigg les-for example, it went up to
a maximum around t940 , and then back down
again. But for the last few decades, it's been going
up steadil y.
The amount of at mospheric ca rbon dioxide in
parts per million , as ffiC'dsu red directly at Mauna
Loa and from air bubbles trapped in the Greenland
and Antarcti c ice sheets, is shown at left. The
level was pretty cons tant uncil nearly our century,
when combustion took off-carbon dioxide is now
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1850-1860 by an unknown
artist, shows the front of
the Argentiere glacier lying

close to the church in the
village of the same name,
near the Swiss-Italian
border. In the photograph
(bottom), taken (rom the

same vantage point in
1966. the glacier has
receded to the mountain's
shoulder. From Times of
Feast, Times of Famine by

Emmanuel Le Roy Ladurie.

Left: Temperature variations over the last 100,000 years, as
deduced from the ratio of oxygen isotopes in a core from

the Greenland ice cap. The vertical scale is marked in

"

thousands of years before the present; an increase of five

.

units on the horizontal scale is equivalent to a temperature increase of 6° C. Note the frequent variations of
several degrees over time periods of 1000 years or less. As
moist air cools on its poleward journey, water molecules

"

containing the heavier " 0 tend to fall out faster than

.

those containing the lighter 160. The colder it gets, the less
" 0 is left aloft. Comparing the ancient ice's " 01"0 ratios
to ratios measured around th e planet today gives a
measure of how cold the ice was when it froze-a

'"

technique invented by Caltech's Sam Epstein in the I 950s.
-40

-35

Data after Dansgaard et a!.

at 370 parts per million, and rising. So it's tempting to associate the twO curves, especially when we
know t hat ca rbon dioxide traps heat. It's a fairl y
easy calculation to say how much heat it traps,
but what's difficult is calculating all the other
elements of the climate sys tem. If you warm
Earth up a little bi t, you migh t get more doudsclouds are bright and reflect su nlight, and might
cool Eart h back dow n. Or there might be more
th understorms- t hu nderheads condense at relati ve ly high altitudes and would carry hear up into
the atmosphere, cooli ng the surface. Clouds,
thundersrorms, and turbulence in general are
bas icall y unsolved problems, so associa ting rhe
carbo n dioxide buildup with the temperature rise
is a rough business.
An other reason it's a toug h busi ness is that t he
climate varies naturally. There are changes of several degrees going on over hundred- and thousand year ti mescales. In the tem perat ure data above,
you can see rhar t he period from about A.D. 1400
to 1850 was approximately a degree and a half
colde r than the periods before or since. That's true
in Michigan and Eng land, in Canada and California. This period is known as the Little Ice Age,
and it really was a little ice age. T here are old
p ictu res of Swiss glacie rs reaching way down into
[he valleys, and if YOll go to [he same spars today
the g laciers are gone. They've retreated up into
the mountains. There were g reat midwinter
pa rties in London. where they rolled big logs out
ontO rhe ice in t he middle of the R iver Thames
and roasted oxen. The T hames never freezes now.
But t he Little Ice Age had nothing to do with
human impact- in fact, no one qu ite knows what
caused it . Maybe the sun di mmed a lirtle; maybe
the Gulf Stream sropped carrying warm , equatorial water northward. A lot of things might have
happened. And if you look farther back in ro time,
chere ace even bigger changes-20,000 co 40,000
yea rs ago, there was ice a mile thick cove ring
Chicago, wi th lars of rapid changes in between.
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Left: If your computer model only includes greenhouse
gases, its predictions (dashed line) don't match the realworld data (gray line). But if you add a

soup~on

of smog

(solid line), the fit is much better. Data from the Hadley
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Center, UK Meteorological Office's climate model, published

Year

in the 1995 IPCC report.

Then, about 12 ,000 years ago, the ice suddenly
melted, and it's been relatively watm for the last
10,000 years. Earth was about 7 0 C colder during the depths of the last Ice Age. By contrast,
the warming in our own century has been about
0.7 0 C.
So how did we come to predict global warming?
We used computer models of Earth 's climate.
(The three main models in the U.S. are at the
National Center for Atmospheric Research, the
Goddard Space Flight Center, and the NOAA labs
at Princeton. There are other models that don't
have as much funding bur have some very smart
people working on them , including a model
developed at UCLA.) These models all divide the
globe up into a grid, and put pressure and temperature and moisture content and whatnOt iO[o each
box in the grid. There are equations for how these
parameters interact, and how air moves from one
box to the next, and how land and sea and the
passing of the seasons affect the air. There are

Global warming mayor may not account fot the little upturn of the last few
decades , but I'm quite confident that we ' ll see its effect in the next century.
The effect is just beginning

to

rise above the noise of natural planetary
variabilit y.

even equations for how plants suck carbon dioxide
our of the air as they photosynthesize. We set the
model in motion, gradually add carbon dioxide,
and watch what happens.
But if we just model the rising levels of greenhouse gases, we overpredict the warming-if we
start the model at, say, 100 years ago, it tells us
that the planet should be hotter today than it
actualJy is. But if we add in some aerosols-shiny
particles, smog basically-that reflect sunlight, we
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don't get as much warming, and the model tracks
the historical data pretty well. So it seems we
might be pulling the weather in one direction
with heat-trapping greenhouse gases, and pushing
it the other way with sunlight-reflecting aerosols.
The average of the models' prediCtions, if carbon
dioxide doubles in the next 75 years, is a global
mean temperature increase of 2.5 0 C. That's about
a third of the warming that occurred from the end
of the last Ice Age to the present. The human race
survived that, so we should be able to survive
another 2.5 degrees. Some models say 1.5 degrees;
others say 4.5 degrees. There's a lot of uncertainty,
and just about every element in the models is
under debate. They make different asswnptions
about turbulence, for example, and the effects
of clouds. But in the end, we have to use the
models-they're all we've got. We just don't trust
them to the last decimal point. We always quote
an uncertainty.
There's currently a lot of debate about whether
we've already seen the signature of global warming. I would say that debate is not a terribly productive one. Global warming mayor may not
account for the little upturn of the last few
decades, but I'm quite confident that we'll see its
effect in the next century. The effect is just beginning to rise above the noise of natural planetary
variability. If it turns out that the current upturn
was because the ocean hiccuped, it doesn't -m ean
that global warming is going to go away.
Of course, things can happen. For example, a
good-sized volcano such as Mount Pinatubo can
fill the stratosphere with shiny, highly refleqive
particles that could cool Earth and stave off global
warming for a time. However, while the aerosols
stay up for a few years, the carbon dioxide lasts fot
centuries.
So now we come to politics. The economists,
meteorologists, and everyone in between are all
trying to say what the world should do. The
report by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
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Above: Global output of
carbon dioxide from fossi l
fuels and from deforestation (labeled as "land-use
changes" on the legend;
note the large range of
uncertainties in the
tropical estimates). Since
the number of tons of
carbon emitted per capita
is plotted vertically and
each region's population is
plotted horilontally. the
area of each bar gives the
total amount of carbon
dioxide emitted by each
region. Pacific OECD
stands for Pacific
Organization for Econom ic
Cooperation and Development. Data from the 1995
IPCC report.
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Change formed most of the basis for t he debate in
Kyo to. The meteotolog ists predicted that if we
warm the planet by 2.5 0 C, the world 's desert areas
wi ll expand . Louisiana might become a desert,
and Montana mig ht become a lush agricultural
area. (Of cou rse, the rainfall predicti ons are juSt
as uncertai n as the temperature predictions.)
The economists cook that data and said, well,
how much would those changes cost the world ?
There'll be losses to agriculture, and t he increased
use of water for irri gation may drive up its cos t for
all users . As the deserts expand, trees and other
vegetation wi ll die. There' ll be some 30 centimeters of sea-level rise, which will affect pons,
beachfront property owners, and coastal wildlife.
There 'll even be the cost of extra air-conditioning.
Typical estimates for t he U.S. alone were that it
mig ht cost us $5 0-100 billion a yea r. That's not
a lot- it's one or two percent of our econom y.
But India and China, for example, wou ld be
much more vulnerable, because their economies
are weaker and they' re more dependem on handto-mouth agricu lt ure. Thei r losses could be 10
percent of their economy. Taken overall, rhe losses
will be a few percenr of the world eco nomy.
Then you have the quest ion of who should pay.
Well, who's doing the damage? North America,
Western Europe, the former Soviet U ni on, and
Chi na are the big players, as you can see from the
g raph above. So you mig ht say we should pay according to how much carbon dioxide we produce.
T he Chinese say that's baloney-that they've got
many times more people than we do, that th ey
have t he right co pollute as much as we do on a
per capita basis, that they want to build up rheir
economy to be on a par with ours. And if you look
at how much carbon dioxid e each coun try produ ces per capita, China looks very good and we
look very bad . In fact , we're a lot worse than
Western Europe and the former Soviet Union.

The decision was finall y made to redu ce the
United Stares' emissions to 7 perce nt below their
1990 levels ove r t he next 10 years. (The rreaty
hasn't been ratified by Congress.) If we do ratify
it, t he cost to t he U.S. econo my to ac hieve these
reduct ions wiiJ be about 1 or 2 percent- the same
as the cost of global warm ing. The European
Union is co reduce t heir em issions by 8 percenr;
Ca nada and J apan by 6 petcenr. India and China
carri ed their point, and are not required to make
any reductions under the treary.
I don'r rhink that the scientific issues are as
un ce rtain as the economic and political ones.
It's quite possible that in 75 years, we will have
developed solar energy, clean nuclear fuel, wind
power, or who knows what. (See £&S, 1997, No.
3] Then the debate will disappear, because we
won't burn coal and oil any longer. In which case,
why worry now? Let's JUSt wait for that wonderful
future. The other possi bility is that we' U be so
overrun with wa rs, famin es, and plag ues, that
we'll have m uch worse problems co worry about.
There, too, we don't have to do an ything, if we're
waiting for the end of the world. Ie's only as long
as we believe in something in between that we
have to do something. I'm serious, and I do
believe in something in between-m y children
and grandchildren. But on the other hand , I like
to defe r my taxes. I especially don 't pay taxes
today that I won't owe until 10 years from nowthat would be foolish.
So I t hink we should start srimulat ing our
economies to develop those wonderful technologies the optimists think mi ght happen. We have
to work on conservation and srimul ate the marketplace to prepare fo r lim its on combustion by
developing those other power sources. We could
stimulate the marketplace by imposing a tax on
people who exceed some emissions quota, or
allowing people to sell credits co produce carbon
di oxide. Let's nor clamp dow n on rhe economy
and send ir into a depression-let's push it a litrle
bit instead, so that this wonderful world of cheap,
clean energy wi ll ac tuall y come to pass. 0

Professor of Planetary Science A ndrew P. Ingersoll
eamed bis BA in physics from Amherst College in
1960, and his AM and PhD in atmospheric physics
from Harvard in 1961 and 1966, respectively. He
immediately came to Caltech as an assistant professOt;
becoming an associate professor in 1971 and a Jut!
professor in 7976. A t one time or anothel; Ingersoll
has worked on the atmospheres o/Venus, Earth, Mat:.r,
J upiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune as part of the
Mars Global SUrvey01; Cassini, Galileo, VEGA ,
Voyager, Nimbus, Viking, and Pioneer teams. He has
five children and six grandcbildren and is optimistic
about the future.
This article was adapted from a recent \Vatson lecture.
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